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By Jan Fries

AVALONIA, United Kingdom, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.The Seven Names of LamaStu is an exploration of the religions and
mysteries of the cradle of civilisation, Mesopotamia by Jan Fries, author of K?l? Kaula and Dragon
Bones. The Sumerians developed the first functional script (3500-3200 BC), the priests wrote god
lists, dictionaries, catalogues, recorded spells, myth and poetry - and committed the first known
medical prescriptions and rituals into writing. In the centre of their faith lurks the lustful animal-
headed goddess DIM.ME/LamaStu, exiled from Heaven for her forbidden desires, and charged by
the council of Gods with a fearsome task: to cull the vulnerable and keep the human population
within manageable limits. For all but a few, her name conjured terror in the hearts of
Mesopotamians. Jan Fries seeks to redress the balance, by showing that this rebellious goddess, so
demonized by superstitious folk and modern academics, is an essential expression of the divine.
LamaStu s numerous, but rarely discussed, positive attributes bring her into focus. She is a
victorious goddess, who listens to prayers, haunts both swamps and the mountain forests she loves,
banishes lethal spirits, helps with the birth...
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Basically no phrases to spell out. It is actually rally interesting throgh studying time. You can expect to like just how the article writer create this publication.
-- B r a den Lea nnon-- B r a den Lea nnon

A superior quality pdf along with the font used was intriguing to read through. It can be rally exciting throgh reading through time period. You may like
how the blogger create this book.
-- Dr . Rylee B er g e-- Dr . Rylee B er g e
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